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Graph showing cross section (in barns) as a function of energy (in MeV). The graph features multiple resonance peaks, indicating significant absorption cross sections at specific energy levels. The x-axis represents energy in MeV, ranging from $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-2}$, and the y-axis represents cross section in barns, ranging from $10^{-4}$ to $10^0$.
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Energy (MeV) vs. Damage (MeV-barns) graph.

- The x-axis represents energy in MeV, ranging from $10^{-11}$ to $10^1$.
- The y-axis represents damage in MeV-barns, ranging from $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-1}$.
- The graph shows a log-log scale.

The damage distribution is characterized by spikes at certain energy levels, indicating regions of high damage sensitivity.
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